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Further Context since consultation

• Major economic downturn now anticipated

• Government language moved away from Local Industrial Strategy –
now “Levelling Up”

• GMSF proceeding as a Plan of Nine

• NHS re-organisation consultation – Integrated Care Services; place-
based model



Consultation Feedback
• Bury 2030 consultation, including budget conversation, began 31/10/20 

and closes 31/1

• 90 community responses returned. Findings & key conclusions
• Overall strong support - much less confidence this will be delivered

• understanding of drivers for change & support for our principles, but not everyone 
can see themselves represented & need to better engage community groups

• Community comments largely related to GMSF

• Ranked priorities:
• Targetted resources (evidence to make sure money is spend where needed most) 
80%

• healthy lifestyles to reduce demand 78%

• Changing our fees and charges to encourage people to  reduce harm to the 
environment– 62% 

• using more technology in how we do things – 55% 

• increase income from growth / business rates & T/tax – 34% & 23%

• Exec & Partner feedback positive but strategy needs to be 
simplified 



Proposed final approach

Delivery 

Plan

Behaviours 

& ways of 

working

• Vision remains: faster economic growth than the national average 
and lower than national average levels of deprivation

• Context is Covid recovery & Levelling up

• Structure of 4 principles with plans & behaviours for each:

• Local neighbourhoods

• Economic Inclusion

• Together

• Strengths

• Outcomes & evaluation process defined

Let’s do it! ….



Let’s do it ….
Local neighbourhoods

• Integrated neighbourhood teams

• Place strategies which connect public 

services; communities & spatial plans

• Carbon neutral

• Housing for homes

Economic Growth & Inclusion

• Economic growth strategy

• Spatial plan

• All-age skills strategy

• Business / Social value

• Transport & digital infrastructure

• Radcliffe SRF

• Township regeneration: 

Bury; Prestwich & Ramsbottom

Delivering Together

• Inclusion Strategy

• One Public Estate

• Community engagement:

Borough; neighbourhood & ward

• VCFA infrastructure

A strengths-based approach

• Population health

• Early Help

• A Cultural legacy

• Uplands development

• Recycling strategy

• Mental health strategy/healthy Young Minds

• Learning disability strategy
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Next Steps

• Strategy finalised early Feb 21 approval
• Through Council Cabinet

• By full Council

• Wider partners

• Outcome measures determined

• Enabled by:
• Council/CCG transformation strategy

• Team Bury partnership

• Ward Councillor roles – Community Hubs

Any Questions?
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Corporate Plan 2020-22

• Council & CCG delivery plan, underpinning 2030 vision

• Plus statutory equalities objectives

• Refreshed annually, normally as part of budget planning

• First draft mid 2020/21; formal adoption from March 2021

• Quarterly performance reports begin Q1 2021:

• strategic delivery

• Inclusion

• Performance measures

• Good progress made but emergency response has stalled some BAU
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2020/21 Overview to Date

• Hugely challenging delivery environment – emergency response and BAU

• Significant increase in emergency response scope
• Mass testing

• Vaccinations

• Scope of humanitarian aid

• Emergent signs of community hardship

• Extended business grants

• Key progress so far:
• Local & GM emergency response leadership

• Spatial planning: GMSF & Radcliffe SRF

• Financial planning & Strategy, including transformation plans

• Strategic planning: Bury 2030; Housing Strategy & GMSF

• Inclusion Strategy

• Digital strategy: Cloud migration & key systems stabilised



Inclusion Strategy/Equalities Objectives

• Performance & Scrutiny
• Equalities objectives included in all departmental delivery plans
• Plans developed by Q4 for “race” focus 21/22

• Equality data & information
• New joint equality assessment template drafted
• Training for all managers under specification

• Community Engagement
• BAME listening events; community engagement strategy produced by end Q4

• Representative Workforce – Priority for 21/22

• Training & learning
• Inclusion Group developing schedule of “awareness” sessions for all staff as part of 

development time

• User access & engagement – not yet progressed due to capacity

• Framework Delivery
• CCG Equalities Submission made



Next Steps

• 2021/22 plan refreshed March 2021

• Departmental plans

• Individual performance & development objectives

• First performance report Q1 

• Delivery outturn

• Inclusion objectives

• Key performance Indicators

Any Questions?


